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Jeff Miller, Chesapeake Bay Bridge, 2006

Liberty-Alpha JV
Liberty-Alpha JV is a joint venture of Liberty Maintenance, Inc. and Alpha Painting and Construction Co. They are currently involved in the restoration of three
historic bridges across the United States.
The Massachusetts Department of Transportation

simply the Bay Bridge, the span links the eastern and

awarded Liberty-Alpha the contract of more than $42

western shores of the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland.

million for cleaning and painting the Maurice J. Tobin

Abrasive blasting on the bridge is currently underway.

Memorial Bridge. Commonly referred to as the Mystic

The entire project is expected to last two years.

River Bridge, the structure links the communities
of Charleston and Chelsea and is the largest bridge

The third historic infrastructure restoration involves

in New England. The job is scheduled to take three

the Huey P. Long Bridge in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

years—slated for completion in October of 2014.

The truss cantilever bridge, named after the 40th
governor of Louisiana, was opened in 1940 and still

Liberty-Alpha is also currently involved in rehabbing

carries US Highway 190 traffic across the Mississippi.

the William Preston Lane Jr. Memorial Bay Bridge.

The restoration is due to be completed prior to 2015.

Often referred to as the Chesapeake Bay Bridge, or
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Enter: TruQC
With three historic bridge renovations underway
at once, quality control had the potential to become a disaster for Liberty Alpha JV. Faxing
and emailing reports to the home office from a
job-site across the country is a time-consuming
process by itself. Add in time spent waiting for
document delivery or approval, and QC has the
potential to really set a project back. Multiply
these concerns by three and you understand the
challenge facing Liberty-Alpha JV, with their trio of
historic renovations.
To alleviate their QC concerns, Liberty-Alpha JV
decided to enlist the service of TruQC for job-site

approval as they were conducted, and account adminis-

documentation on these restoration projects.

trators were able to view reports as they were conduct-

Having seen the software in action at an SSPC

ed in real-time. This greatly reduced the time between

convention, and then live via a scheduled demo,

delivery of reports and their approval.

they decided it was exactly the product to address
their needs. Crews arrived at all three sites with
each of TruQC’s QC and Safety reports at their
disposal.
“TruQC is so user-friendly,” Bryan Swartz, QC for
the Chesapeake Bay Bridge project, said of the
initial switch to digital reporting with TruQC. “It
eliminates the hassle of deciphering messy, handwritten reports.”
Following the initial transition, quality control
reports could be completed and sent out for

“Health and Safety and Quality
Control officers no longer have
to wait until the end of the day to
begin the documentation process.
Instead, it’s ongoing throughout
the day, which really contributes to
the accuracy of the report.”
– Tom Kousisis, Operations Manager for Alpha Painting
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“It’s important to be able to verify that all our QCs’

Tobin Memorial Bridge, agreed that TruQC’s

and Health and Safety Officers’ reports are being

integration with their Defelsko Wi-Fi gauges was

completed in a timely manner, and there’s also

an especially useful feature. Dry Film Thicknesses

the additional savings on paperwork and the space

(DFTs) are downloaded directly from the gauge

needed to file reports,” agreed Liberty Maintenance,

and averaged in the report, a convenience multi-

Inc. President Manny Frangos.

plied by the hundreds of measurements required
on a job.

Project Manager and Vice President of Liberty Maintenance, Inc. Nick Frangos emphasized the importance

TruQC was also instrumental in ensuring a smooth

of efficiency on a large bridge restoration project.

audit process for Liberty-Alpha. Jerry Keish,
Corporate Health and Safety Officer and Quality

“With a job of this scale, QCs and
Health and Safety Officers have a
huge amount of things to accomplish throughout the day. TruQC
saves them time by allowing them
to file reports as the day goes on.”

Control Supervisor, explained what TruQC meant
for Liberty-Alpha and SSPC audits: “We went
through our QP 1 and QP 2 audits this year. After
we had completed them, I called the SSPC auditor
and asked him what he thought about companies
using TruQC. He said that he loves it, especially
with large projects like the ones we’re currently
engaged in, because all the details of the project
are contained right there on the iPad.”

– Nick Frangos, Project Manager and Vice President of
Mr. Keish now stores the contract specs, product

Liberty Maintenance

data sheets for coatings, MSDS sheets, traffic
control diagrams and other job-related documenLeo Frangos, in charge of QC on the Huey P. Long

tation in TruQC’s Document Library, instead of

Bridge, and John Savadakis, QC on the Maurice J.

keeping hard copies on-site.
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The Result
In the end, TruQC was able to assist Liberty-Alpha with a massive workload;
relieving some of the strain on Quality Control and Health and Safety Officers—both those on-site and in the home office.
Liberty-Alpha estimates the streamlined health

Had TruQC not been used in Liberty-Alpha’s docu-

and safety reporting that followed the implemen-

mentation process, personnel would have been

tation of TruQC saved home-office personnel more

stretched more thinly over the three job-sites,

than 10 hours per week, with time savings making

possibly preventing the company from taking on

it all the way up to the company’s president.

additional work, harming their bottom line. Instead, Liberty-Alpha crews were able to complete

As for workers in the field, the software is credited

the work without making additional hires, ensur-

with saving each employee around five hours per

ing that three historic pieces of infrastructure

week of documentation time.

continue to serve their communities.
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Request a
live demo
Visit truqcapp.com/freedemo

Contact us with questions
314-457-3920
sales@truqcapp.com
108 N. Clay Ave., Suite 210
Kirkwood, MO 63122

About TruQC
TruQC is the cloud-based app built for the iPad
that’s taking job-site documentation paperless.
Originally built for a top industrial painting contractor, TruQC was designed to be easy-to-use, compact, objective, and to conform to common industry
standards and certification requirements.

Learn more about TruQC
Visit our blog at truqcapp.com/blog to learn more
about product updates, industry news and all that
we’re doing to make our app one of the strongest
tools in your toolbox.

Want to research TruQC more?
Check out our case studies page for more on how
TruQC is providing some serious ROI on our partners’ job-sites. Visit truqcapp.com/case-studies.
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